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About This Game

In this action game you can try your survival and strategy skills as well.The features includes multiplayer and cross platform
multiplayer mode, so you available to connect and play together or switch to a different device. This game is available on

windows, mac and linux .Transform faster than the others and get the highest scores.There is a shop system so you can buy
armor or high variation of weapons such as minigun, laser and lots of everything.

You available to choose different characters like ironman,
soldiers or many more. Enjoy the low-poly visual experience.

Play together with your friends and share your victory!

The current features include:

Multiplayer mode

Beautiful, low-poly visuals

Available on windows, mac linux

Cross platform multiplayer

Soldier and Iron mode

Shop system
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5 iron characters

9 soldier weapons

4 iron weapons
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This game is simply bad and not fun to play at all.

Well, there are plenty of advantages:
- cheap
- small size
- easy achievements

It will eventually be fun on Local LAN Parties, but besides that it looks like a badly made Mobile Game.
I would have given a thumb up, but compared to all the other games, that people put real effort creating, that wouldn't be fair.
xD. Pitiable trash crashes on attempts to load, with or without patch. Computer in use is 8GB RAM laptop capable of running
DoTA2 at medium settings.

Do not buy.. Looks ok in screenshots, but the gameplay is clunky and dreadful.
It's too late for me, save yourselves from this.. I am not sure what everyone is all upset about... This game is lots of fun! The
controls can be dumbed down to the point of winning a race with the arrow keys on the keyboard, yet also can be a simulator
where you will need a force feedback wheel and analog accelerator to stay in control.

The only problems I experienced is when pitting, the car begins to shimmer with artifacts then disappears, but after the crew is
done and I am back in the cockpit, everything returns to normal.
Also the damage models need work, as a hard hit does little visual damage to a car. It could use a DX12 graphics update as well.
But other than that, it rocks!. More cards the better. Or so it seems.

Also, there is no blue eyes white dragon inside, if that's what you're after.

. If you're ever considering getting Omerta (and the Con Artist DLC), I'd say Anna is worth the cost. In reality it's just for her
character, but she is one of two grifters in the game. You can get her early on, and she's generally useful. She's nifty with her
pistol and can earn extra "Liked" status on any task that would give it. Her story is short, but remember to purchase weaponry
from the deputy prior to completion via the dance.. A 2D fighting game with an all monster girl cast of playable characters and a
gameplay that puts heavy emphasys on jugglying and counters.
Even though i kinda suck at fighting games had a blast with thanks to the adorable characters and the easy to execute inputs for
the special moves.. Crysis is probably the best looking game of last decade on the PC. Presentation wise Crytek nailed it with
open world level design and environment. It was about two hours into Crysis when I began to realise just how good it might be
and Crysis surpassed all expectations. Crysis might not be the best story driven FPS shooter but I really loved the story, I don't
know why but I always wondered what was going to happen next? Crysis has a more serious tone apposed to Far Cry. The game
starts out as an Tactical-Stealth Action game and feels more like an Sci-Fi shooter once you complete 60% progress.

The best thing besides graphics is the freedom. You really get to choose how you want to approach your enemy especially in the
early levels.

Crysis is not perfect. It's a bit slower paced game compared to its sequels and some of you might not like that. The enemy AI is
bit cranky but gets better on higher difficulty settings. There was also a time when my safe file got corrupted during the final
level but its okay I guess? If you experience something like this you will need to manually delete some save files from My
Documents> My Games> Crysis> SaveGame or the game will just not load past main menu. There are few bugs here and there
which can be easily ignored as none of them are really game breaking. The game also crashed twice on my Win10 PC with i5
8400 and gtx 1060.
And like me I'm sure you'll ignore these cons because its a great game.

I wish we get more games like these in the future although it could be very expensive to make such games. One more thing. If
you made it so far please make sure to play Crysis Warhead because if you like this one you'll love that game. It solves all issues
Crysis had.. Nice skins. 10\/10. It's free and the paint schemes look nice :)
paint schemes should always be available for free in my opinion, like they were some years ago with community
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mods...(NR2003S)
It should also be easier\/possible to import community made pait schemes into the game by steam workshop support for
example, or with photo shop in general.
My '98 Rusty Wallace Miller Lite paint scheme can only be driven in NR2003Season.... I'd like to have it here as well :)
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im not sure about this yet i have a glitch i try to start a new game it takes me to the part with the fuse i have uninstall and
reinstalled
but no fix yet posted this so the creator can fixed then i beat it i will give a full review. Isn't very interesting, too much grinding
and steep difficulty, do not recommend, dev stopped working on it as well.. Charming graphics and the draw mechanic is fun,
but gets repetive fast and way to expensive in my opinion.
(I dont have much Steam time on this but played it outside of steam to).

I would say get it while its ~2-3 bucks. Negative vote cause of the steep price for such a puzzle game.. Overall the game is fun
and really unique BUT it has maybe 1 hour of game at the most and is not worth the steep $10 Pricepoint. Not worthwhile. As
much as I like strange "artsy" games like To The Moon, Antichamber, etc., I found myself struggling to like this one. I was
really interested by the initial idea of Continue?9876543210, but in the end it delivers nothing but a load of horribly vague,
cryptic, "2deep4u" nonsense with an absolutely bizarre excuse for a playable game. Very few things are explained or made to
make sense.

The idea of "shelters" being the worst as far as the gameplay goes. How many of those freaking things do you need? I "died"
from having 4. Okay, then I'll just go for more. But having over 14 shelters didn't save me from getting zapped. And then I had
to sit through the agonisingly long cutscene yet again, to start at the beginning again. To do what differently, exactly?

This is far too "contemporary art" for me to think that it'll be enjoyable for most people. Whatever this is, the artist has picked a
bad medium for it. If you want to tell a story that can turn out differently or have different meaning, tell it in a different way. A
multi-choice visual novel would have been a far better medium, for example. Not a game that punishes the player for their
expected failure by giving them an absolute waste of time of a story\/experience.. slow, uninspired gameplay. Resolution
defaults to really low, permanently fullscreen. A very limited point and click adventure with a very contrived, awkward story
and lame characters.
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